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Abstract
We propose a pipeline through which to derive clusters of dialects, given a mixed corpus composed of different dialects,
when their standard counterpart is sufficiently resourced. The test case is Japanese, where the written standard language
is sufficiently equipped with adequate resources. Our method starts by detecting non-standard contents first, and then
clusters what is deemed dialectal. We report the results on the clustering of mixed Twitter corpus into four dialects
(Kansai, Tohoku, Chugoku and Kyushu).
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1. Introduction
In what follows we propose a pipeline through which to
derive clusters for dialects, given a body of ‘mixed’ cor-
pus composed of different dialects, when one of them
is sufficiently resourced. The main component of the
proposal is an unsupervised clustering method to gen-
erate dialectal sub-corpora. The test case we experi-
ment on is Japanese, where the variety deemed ‘stan-
dard’, the Tokyo dialect, is equipped with an adequate
language model. We call such a dominant and well-
resourced language a ‘pivot’ language, and its model a
pivot model. Our main target data are Twitter utter-
ances, coming from four broad dialect-speaking regions
of Japan outside the Tokyo area. We will show how a)
the dialectal content can be identified in this dataset
and b) the identified dialectal content can be classified
into the four dialects.
While our experiments are specifically on Japanese, we
believe the work will have a wider implication, since a
similar situation exists in many linguistic communities,
where a well-resourced pivot exists but dialects lack
mature enough language models. Ironically enough
this is despite the fact that the availability of dialect
data has increased in the cyberspace, with the rise of
social media and interactive message boards. It is prin-
cipally the lack of classified data that prevents the data
from being utilised.
Japanese poses an additional challenge since there is no
word segmentation in its orthography. This challenge
however is a general problem. Word segmentation is an
artefact of orthography, which is not present in speech,
and hence requires lexical knowledge to perform. Thus
the challenge is similar to the situation faced by a di-
alect monolingual who is exposed to other dialects in a
spoken form: the difficulty is not so much with the un-
known ‘words’ as the incomprehensible ‘chunks’ that
may or may not correspond to words.
Our proposed procedure consists of three main stages.
At the first stage we set apart the portion that is de-
viant in the view of the word pivot model. We find
that this separated part not only contains dialects but

non-dialectal non-standard utterances (e.g. internet
jargon), so a second filtering follows, to set apart gen-
uinely dialectal sentences. Here, in contrast to the
prior stage, the character pivot model is used for fil-
tering. The final stage consists of clustering, performed
on what remains, where the technique employed is a
modified form of divisive hierarchical clustering.

2. Related work
The present work may be categorised into the do-
main of ‘discrimination of similar languages’, which
has attracted attention in recent years. Discrimination
tasks have been tackled for variant sets such as South-
Asian languages (Ranaivo-Malançon, 2006), English
varieties (Lui and Cook, 2013) and Arabic (Zaidan and
Callison-Burch, 2013). Work targeting dialects in the
usual sense also exists, and Vergez-Couret and Urieli
(2014) use what we call a pivot model in their study.
Predominantly the techniques used in this domain are
supervised, but Scherrer (2014) is a notable exception
we find particularly relevant, in its unsupervised ap-
proach with pivot language models.
Another genre of studies from which we draw inspi-
ration is unsupervised clustering that uses a distance
metric. Nagata (2014) uses the distance between lan-
guage models for clustering various types of English,
though our notion pertains to the distance of a sen-
tence from a language model. This notion, distance of
a sentence from a certain model, has come to be used
in corpus linguistics, where one might want to quan-
tify the degree of difference from some existent model
e.g. Collins et al. (2014) as a ‘colloquiality’ measure,
Chen (2016) for proximity of textbooks to naturally
occurring corpora.
Another line of research worth mentioning in the con-
text of ‘deviation from the standard’ concerns normal-
isation. Research of this kind tries to deal with ‘noisi-
ness’ by trying to find the ‘standard’ forms, faced with
noisy corpora like Twitter. From a purely technical
perspective our work also addresses the issue of ‘devi-
ation from the standard’ faced with nonstandard data.
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Like the present work Han et al. (2011) propose a
‘pipeline’ of three stages, and their initial stages also
pertain to filtering non-standard content. With a sim-
ilar goal (normalisation), Saito et al. (2014) introduce
additionally a character-lattice based learning for non-
segmented (Japanese Twitter) data, so this approach
can be compared to ours, though theirs is a supervised
method.

3. Data
We use two sets of data, controlled and natural.
The first is the parallel dialect corpus recently pub-
lished (Parallel Speech Corpora of Japanese Dialects,
Yoshino et al. (2016) henceforth PCJD), with four
sets of sentences that each represent a dialect (Tohoku,
Kansai, Chugoku and Kyushu). Each set consists in
turn of five sets of 100 sentences, the translations by
five native speakers of the dialects, of the Tokyo dialect
equivalents. Although the quantity of data is insuffi-
cient for training purposes, this dataset provides useful
sources for evaluation.
Our main dataset is crawled Twitter data, obtained
from the social media’s public API (Twitter Inc.,
present) for the four-month period between February
and May 2017, which amount to about 280 thousand
sentences altogether after cleaning.1 They were col-
lected by setting geographical locations to the five ar-
eas represented in PCJD. Presumably due to the tweet-
ing population difference, we have a slight dispropor-
tion: Tokyo roughly accounts for 31%, Kansai 28%,
Kyushu 21%, Chugoku 16% and Tohoku 14%.
The data were then processed as follows. First, the
whole corpora were processed with MeCab, a Japanese
morphological analyser (Kudo et al., 2004). MeCab
assigns each sentence a probability score, based on
a CRF-trained model. With its training utility, we
created our own model based on the written news-
paper corpus (Kawahara et al., 2002; Mainichi Shim-
bun, 1995). We used the default dictionary that comes
with the tool with nine features (Japan Information-
Technology Promotion Agency, 1995). This consti-
tutes our word pivot model, the basis for the first stage
filtering.
Using roughly the same training method, we also built
a pivot character model, this time using the Tokyo-
area part of our crawled Twitter. Unlike the word
model, of which it would be difficult to create reliable
annotation, a character model can be built without
much manual effort, and hence could be made easily
available.
In short, we have made available the pivot models of
standard Japanese in two types, word (newspaper) and
character (Twitter). The target data is the Twitter
data coming from four dialect-speaking regions. The
goal is to create four sub-corpora of these dialects, by

1We excluded utterances unsuitable for language model
building, such as sentences that are heavily duplicated, are
short (we set the minimum of 10 characters), consist only
of punctuations, emojis and onomatopoeia.

first detecting dialectal contents, and then, clustering
them.

4. Method
In the following subsections we describe our three
stages to separate and cluster dialectal utterances the
Twitter data in more details.

4.1. Stage 1: Separation of
non-conformant sentences

At this initial stage we separate the sentences which
do not conform to the word pivot model. Since this
CRF model outputs a probability given its dictionary
items and their feature constellation in context, non-
congruant items usually manifest themselves as their
low probability, in one of the following two ways, faced
with out-of-vocabulary (OOV) items. First, it could
force some alternative word assignment in what could
be called the forced-alignment strategy, finding an al-
ternative segmentation path, at the likely cost of con-
textual probabilities. For example, for the sentence

そんなんありえへん家計ピンチやし

our word pivot model finds for the position of へん, in
place of the correct label, dialectal negative auxiliary,
an adjectival stem meaning ‘strange’. It also labels や
し, correctly two dialectal auxiliaries, as a noun (name
of a fruit). As a result of forcing out-of-context words,
the contextual probability suffers, in relation to our
‘expected’ probability.
Second, it might choose to, or be forced to, abandon
the dictionary search, leaving the OOVs as unknown.
In this case, the model invokes a user-defined OOV
model. We adopt a scheme dependent primarily on
the length,2 giving more weights to the average length
of (known) word tokens (approximately 3.2 syllables).
We gave apriori initial values to OOV items, depend-
ing on its syntactic categories and adjusted experimen-
tally, starting from the default values of the parame-
terised dictionary that came with the tool.
We use the concept of distance from the pivot model
in this, as well as the following, stage as the filtering
criteria, which is the difference in probability from the
mean probability of the training data, that is, given
the model M and the mean probability of the training
data of M, E(P (sM))

Dist(s,M) = P (s)M − E(P (sM)) (1)

To determine what ‘low’ probability is low enough to
be marked as non-conformant, we started from the
mean distance we obtained for the Twitter corpus
against the pivot model, and gradually lower it to op-
timise.

2We also used the character type for assigning weights,
given three types of alphabets (hiragana, katakana and
kanji) in Japanese, preferring single-type sequences over
mixed-type sequences.
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With the threshold thus set, 41% of the data are clas-
sified as non-conformant overall.3 For evaluation, with
100 sentences randomly extracted from the data com-
ing from each region (i.e. 400 in total), we asked four
native speakers, one each from our four regions, to
check all the 400 sentences.4 Each volunteer judged
whether each sentence belongs to their dialect or not.
The result is shown in the table below.

Regional breakdown
All Tohoku Kansai Chugoku Kyushu

Utt. count 400 100 100 100 100
Matches 323 68 91 83 81
Other dialect 19 2 5 8 4
Nondialect 58 29 3 11 15
Precision .808 .780 .940 .890 .910
Recall .946 .994 .973 .978 .988

Table 1: Evaluation of non-conformity separation

The third row in the table shows two types of non-
matches, ones belonging to one of our other three
dialects and non-dialect. As can be seen, while we
have achieved a reasonable success in setting apart
the nonstandard portion, an obvious remaining prob-
lem is that this portion still contains a large propor-
tion of non-dialect sentences. This is likely due to the
fact that our pivot model is based on newspaper data.
Therefore typical ‘internet-speak’ with jargon and con-
tracted forms, such as ‘ワロタ’ or ‘mjd’, are frequently
observed but mark unsurprisingly a low score, on par
with the level of distinctly dialectal utterances.

4.2. Stage 2: Differentiating dialectal and
non-dialectal deviations

At the second stage, we attempt to further filter the
non-conformant sentences down to genuinely dialectal
sentences. In order to do this, we use the same no-
tion as the first stage, i.e. distance from the pivot
model, but used the character model as a pivot. We
also limit our target to substrings that are low in prob-
ability, or anomalous segments (ASs). By this we
mean the segments, classified as either OOVs or known
words, which are assigned a low probability. Again
we adopted the simple threshold of the mean distance
against the pivot model. The rationale behind this
strategy is this: albeit both ‘unknown’ with respect to
the pivot dictionary, the difference between dialectal
and non-dialectal strings should manifest itself in the
character-level patterns.
Our character pivot model is a three-dimensionality
CRF model. The features used are the
vowel/consonant types and ‘voicedness’, important
elements that determine the character constellation

3There was a significant difference in terms of the pro-
portion of non-conformity across regions, however, with
34% for Tohoku, 52% for Kansai, 45% for Kyushu and 40%
for Chugoku. See Sato and Heffernan (2017) for details.

4Later another native speaker of each region was asked
to validate the prior volunteer’s judgements and excluded
the ones with disagreement.

of Japanese.5 The distance from the pivot model
is computed as in Equation 1, though now on the
character model. We take the average probability of
all the strings to be the ‘expected’ value, and consider
the difference of the target substring to this expected
value to be the distance from the pivot (character)
model. The threshold for non-conformity has been
determined experimentally.
Evaluation of the results at this stage has been done
in two ways, without further assistance of our volun-
teers. First, to see its effect directly and allow com-
parison, we first inspected how many of the remaining
(non-dialectal) sentences have been removed, with the
same set of 400 sentences as before and recalculated
the precision. The improvement figures are shown in
Table 2. As can be seen, now approximately half of
the non-dialectal sentences go away, bringing the pre-
cisions to a respectable level. Additionally, given the
small size of this part of the results, one of the authors,
a Tokyo dialect speaker, inspected results of 200 ran-
domly picked sentences to see how many non-dialectal,
or pivot dialect, sentences remain. We find 18, which
is comparable to the results we obtained for the 400
set.

Reduction Improvement
nondialect precision

Tohoku 29 → 19 0.68 → 0.78

Kansai 3 → 1 0.91 → 0.98

Chugoku 11 → 4 0.91 → 0.95

Kyushu 15 → 8 0.81 → 0.91

Overall 58 → 32 0.81 → 0.91

Table 2: Improvements at second filtering for dialect

4.3. Stage 3: Clustering
In our third and final stage, we cluster our likely
‘dialectal’ portion. We use a hierarchical clustering
method, a top-down variety called DIANA (Kaufmann
and Rousseeuw, 1990). We again require a character-
based distance given the lack of dialect lexicon, though
this time between sentences. The basis for our metric
is Levenshtein distance (LD), which captures a major
characteristic of the membership to the same dialect,
i.e. sharing of non-standard lexical items, by restrict-
ing the target, as in 4.2., to the anomalous segments
(ASs). We use two sets of ASs here, both character-
and word-levels, in order to capture the anomaly of
syntactic/contextual type on the first level, and that
of phonotactic type on the second. Our per sentence
Levenshtein distance (LDsent), then, is as follows. Let
ASs and ASl, be anomalous segment sets, then:

LDsent =
∑

i∈ASs,j∈ASl

argmax
i

LD(i, j)/|ASs| (2)

5The surface N-gram model does not suffice for Japanese
because Japanese characters mostly consist of a combina-
tion of a consonant and a vowel and surface forms may
obscure a similarity in sound between two characters.
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Tohoku Kansai Chugoku Kyushu Recall
Tohoku 55 2 5 3 .846
Kansai 3 67 8 6 .798
Chugoku 2 10 59 11 .719
Kyushu 9 7 8 57 .703
Precision .797 .779 .738 .740

Tohoku Kansai Chugoku Kyushu Recall
Tohoku 86 2 6 5 .868
Kansai 0 68 13 9 .756
Chugoku 9 5 66 12 .717
Kyushu 4 8 9 73 .776
Precision .869 .819 .702 .759

Table 3: Clustering performance, Twitter and PCJD

which is essentially the average of the LDs between the
segments in the smaller set and their closest counter-
parts in the larger set.
However, this proves insufficient due to the fact that
there are lexical items which, while not found in the
pivot lexicon, belong to more than one dialect, par-
ticularly (not surprisingly) between neighbouring di-
alects. For example, the auxiliary よる and じゃ are
both used frequently in the Chugoku and Kyushu di-
alects. Therefore, an entirely bottom-up procedure of
clustering (such as agglomerative clustering) could lead
to wrong groupings at the initial stages and cannot re-
cover from these mistakes.
We have therefore opted to have a top-down constraint
incorporated, the sequence sharing rate or SSR. The
intuition is that a dialect will have a consistent shared
vocabulary, and hence, even if some words can happen
to be shared across dialects, the substring sharing as a
whole inside a dialect should be higher than across di-
alects. By shared sequence we mean a contiguous sub-
string that is found in the target strings. We take the
longest match. Therefore for example between abcde
and ijbcdk it is bcd. We also take multiple matches if
they exist but not repetitions in the same string, so for
abcdef and efabcef we will have two shared sequences,
ef and abc. Given a set of utterances U and a set of
shared sequences that a set of shared sequences S, SSR
is defined as follows:

SSR(U) =
∑
s∈S

(len(s)× 2)/|U | (3)

where len(s) refers to the number of characters in
shared sequence s. Notice we give more weights, pro-
portionate to two, to longer shared sequences, given
the likelihood that longer sequences contain words and
phrases, which we are implicitly modelling.
Now, DIANA essentially splits the chosen cluster into
two subsets iteratively. The choice of which cluster
to be split is made between iterations.6 The binary
split proceeds in such a way that the original cluster,
below A, ‘transfers’ its ‘most dissimilar’ of the remain-
ing members to a new cluster, B, with the following
function for dissimilarity distance:

Ddissim =
1

|A| − 1

∑
j∈A

d(i, j)− 1

|B|
∑
k∈B

d(i, k) (4)

6Amonst the several criteria for calculating the distance,
we use the ‘average linkage’ criterion.

where i, j ∈ A and k ∈ B and d is the distance met-
ric. argmax

i
Ddissim is the most dissimilar member to

transfer, and this continues until Ddissim ≤ 0.
With per-sentence Levenshtein distance as the distance
metric, an iteration proceeds generally as described
above. The split is then adjusted after each iteration
in such a way that the two metrics, LD and SSR, are
balanced. We do this by reversing some of the deci-
sions made in the iteration. We start from the least
dissimilar, or the most recent, item ‘moved’ from the
original cluster to the new, and conduct a check to-
wards the less dissimilar ones iteratively. The check
is about whether taking the item back to the original
cluster improves the SSR. If so, the previous decision
is reversed and the item goes back to the original. We
repeat this procedure until the point where no further
improvement is likely.
In Table 3 we report the performances, for the Twitter
data (filtered by our native volunteers to what they
judged dialectal as the Gold Standard) and PCJD, in
the form of confusion matrices. For PCJD, we used
a set of 100 sentences for each of the four dialects,
though we excluded a few sentences7. For this dataset
we obtained on average precision and recall around
80% level, but have a large variance between dialects.
In particular precision remains rather low for Chugoku
and Kyushu, presumably due to the confusability be-
tween the dialects. The Twitter results follow roughly
the same pattern, with a slightly lower average gen-
erally than PCJD. The aforementioned inconsistency
between regions is less pronounced however. This can
be due to the effectiveness of the top-down control,
which can only kick in when the data reaches a critical
mass.

5. Final remarks and future tasks
We have presented a pipeline of methods that gener-
ates clusters of dialects from a mixed corpus, on the
basis of a pivot language model.
As has been said in Introduction, our method is gen-
eral enough to be replicated with other languages. Al-
though we did not emphasise it (since no effective test
has been feasible), the fact that there is no restriction
on the number of clusters is a great advantage for gen-
erality.

7We excluded 19 sentences altogether out of total 400,
for the following two reasons: a) ones that are close to the
pivot model, and hence would have been isolated in our
step 2, b) ones that are identical between regions.
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A shortcoming on the other hand, related to general-
ity of application too, is that it depends heavily on the
pivot model. In our case, the pivot model was a CRF-
based model, which in turn depends heavily on feature
configurations. We also have had to resort to some fea-
ture engineering to make clustering work. There will
likely be a trade-off between performance and amount
of such feature manipulations. Future research there-
fore should address a more general training method.
Another major issue is evaluation, which can be
labour-intensive if manually done, like we did. A small
test data also means less reliability and generality in
the results. It would therefore be desirable to handle
Gold Standard creation more efficiently, e.g. through
crowd sourcing, or devise a way for intrinsic evalua-
tion.
The most important further goal we envisage is to cre-
ate automatically the language model for each new
subcorpus. We believe that as long as lexicons are
similar, it is possible to Scherrer (2014)’s method, i.e.
generating sub-corpus lexicons by finding equivalent
words. This will enhance greatly the usefulness of the
dialect corpora, and also render intrinsic evaluation
feasible.
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